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Democratic leadership in the leadership literature cannot explain democratic leadership in democratic movements (DLDM). While literature has underlined democratic leadership’s characteristics within small groups and organizations, it has ignored other demonstrated characteristics in democratic movements for achieving democratic values. The purpose of this study is to define DLDM and introduce exemplary models of democratic leadership for achieving democracy in political, socioeconomical, and cultural contexts. From ancient to modern history, leadership has played an integral role in developing groups, societies, and nations. Over centuries, leadership has been defined in terms of leaders’ behaviors.
Political leadership suggests followership and group tasks to be achieved through innovative adaptation in a particular situation and organizational cultural context. Followership of leadership is a social reality of a group that confronts its surroundings as a problem, and the group should adapt and innovate continuously (Thomas, 2015). The existence in a democratic society is a rather uncomfortable fact since it redirects most attention on the general distrust towards the political class and mostly comprises the arguments that leadership within democracies must involve some antidemocratic aspects. The presence of more democracy is an implication of suspicion towards power. In contrast, a society emphasizing a corporate political strategy disperses power across different groups and sectors of society through bureaucratic institutions promoting consensus, solidarity, and collective action, often reinforced through archaeologically visible public architecture, collective tombs, and unifying emblems (e.g., the henge monuments, copper axes, and collective mound tombs of Late Neolithic chiefdoms of Europe; the massive earthen burial mounds topped by). Gramsci saw civil society organizations as places where democratic struggles could be linked together to maintain hegemony. Critical analysis of the political leadership in a country that imprisons its citizens for criticizing its leaders; â– .